1947-1980
America lives within its means
1980 population = 225 million ±

1980-present
America lives beyond its means
2010 population = 310 million ±

Estimated population dependent on Federal Budget Deficit
Population increase since 1980 = 85 million ±
Population dependent on Federal Budget Deficit = 85 million ±

Per Capita spending by population dependent on Budget Deficit
2010 Federal Budget Deficit = 900 billion
Federal spending economic activity multiplier = 1.4
2010 Federal Budget Deficit Economic Activity = 1.3 trillion
2010 Per Capita spending by dependent population = $15,300

**America's Means for Per Capita Federal Debt**

Grandfather Economic Report:
http://mwhodges.home.ett.net
data: Dept. of Debt, U.S. Treasury
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